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Bill, Hold, and Historical Data Released for BLUEcloud Analytics
SirsiDynix reporting tool covers nearly full range of LSP data
LEHI, Utah (October 5, 2015)—SirsiDynix is pleased to announce that bill, hold, and historical data are
now available with the 2015.09 release of BLUEcloud Analytics, its premiere reporting tool for libraries.
With this release, users of BLUEcloud Analytics can generate powerful reports on all non-serials and nonacquisitions data.
After receiving the proper updates, BLUEcloud Analytics users can incorporate bill, hold, and historical data
into their analyses, alongside over 700 other data elements.
“This release, especially the addition of historical data, brings significant value to libraries,” said Bill
Davison, CEO of SirsiDynix. “Now libraries can see their performance over time, which is crucial for
important decisions.”
BLUEcloud Analytics is designed to be both powerful and flexible, allowing users to drag and drop nearly
any data from their system into a custom report. Libraries can create a virtually infinite number of reports
by selecting the data they want to analyze.
Since its initial release in 2014, BLUEcloud Analytics has become one of the most popular products in
SirsiDynix’s history, with customers adopting the tool at unparalleled levels.
“From the very beginning of BLUEcloud Analytics, our vision has been help libraries use data to support
their current funding and justify additional funding,” Davison said. “With all its data elements, BLUEcloud
Analytics gives libraries unprecedented power to show their value.“

About SirsiDynix
SirsiDynix connects people with knowledge at more than 23,000 libraries around the world. Through library
management technology and search and discovery tools, libraries using SirsiDynix technology bring
relevant resources and the power of knowledge to their users and communities. SirsiDynix technology is
architected to be open, scalable, and robust, offering a complete out-of-the-box solution and unparalleled
flexibility through APIs and web services. Complemented by the most experienced training, consulting, and
support staff in the industry, SirsiDynix helps libraries create tomorrow’s libraries, today. To find out more,
visit www.sirsidynix.com.
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